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The Ethernet Extender series consists of EPOC Extender and EOC Extender. They 

both use Coaxial Cable. EPOC can transfer power together with the Ethernet Signal to 

provide power for camera and other Ethernet extender devices.  

The EOC Ethernet extender can extend the distance of Ethernet signal transmission up 

to 2Km. The EPOC Ethernet extender can extend the distance of Ethernet signal and power 

transmission up to 600m. It is very suitable for the network video surveillance engineering 

and other long distance Ethernet signal transmission. 

The Extender can be used in pairs also can be used in one-to-many. This device is 

designed to be easy to use and simple to be networked. So it meets the varied requirements 

of your Projects. 

 

 

 

◆ Use coaxial cable to transfer Ethernet signal and power maximum distance up to 600m ; 

◆  Network delay less than 1ms ; 

◆  Variety transmission medium, coaxial cable ; 

◆  Standard: IEEE802.310BASE-T, IEEE802.3u100BASE-TX ; 

◆  Appearance: Solid and easy installation, meet MIT rack installation standard ; 

◆  Protection: Excellent circuit isolation protection, effectively improve  product's lightning 

protection, ESD and anti-interference ability ; 
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Instruction: 
1. Use coaxial cable to connect  Coaxial Cable Port of EPoC  port of Slave with EPoC port of 

Master; 

2. The equipment directly supply power to IPC, Power input of Master equipment: DC12V-55V, 

Via Coaxial cable, from Slave equipment output DC12V to supply power to IPC. 

3. LED Indicator State: 
Power: red indicates that the Power normal work; 
Model (L-S,L-M);depends on your choice; 
Yellow (L-M), indicates that the device work in Master Model; 
Green (L-S), indicates that the device work in Slave Model; 
Ethernet: green, indicates that the Coaxial link; 

      Yellow, indicates that the Ethernet of this device is link and act; 

 

Please check below device and accessories before installation, if there is anything missing, please 

make contact with your supplier. 

1. Ethernet Extender                                                                                  1pcs 

2. User Manual                                                                                          1pcs 

 

Please follow the following steps 
◆ Need to select the device's Master or Slave mode before power on the device, after power on 

switches select invalid. 

◆ Please connect Coaxial Cable Port of  EPoC . 

◆  Please turn off the signal source and the device's power, installation with power on may 

damage the device; 

◆  Use network cable to connect IP camera to Slave device’s E-Link, and connect Master 

device’s E-Link to NVR 

◆  Use Coaxial cable to connect with Master and Slave ; 

◆  Check if the installation is correct and device is good, make sure all the connection is reliable 

and power for the system; 

◆  Make sure every network device has power supply and work normally. 
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Item Description 

Power Input 

Power Supply 
Master: Power Adapter 

Slave: Power adapter or EPoC Power supply 

Voltage Range DC 12V~55V,Typical DC48V 

Power Output 
Output Voltage  DC12V/1A 

Network 

Ethernet Port 

EPoC Port: Use coaxial cable to transfer Ethernet 

Signal and Power 

Ethernet Port:10/100Mbps 

Transmission 

Distance 

EPoC Port with Coaxial Cable:600m (maximum) 

Transmission rate decrease with distance;  

Ethernet Port with Cat5\5e\6: 100m 

LED Status 

Indicator 

Power 1 Red 

Ethernet 1green,1yellow indicate coaxial / EPoC network 

Model 1yellow,1green indicate EoC Master / Slave model 

Protection 
ESD 

1a  Contact discharge  Level 3  

1b  Air discharge Level 

Per: IEC61000-4-2 

Environmental 

Working 

Temperature 
0℃~55℃ 

Storage Temperature -40℃~70℃ 

Humidity 

(non-condensing) 
0~95% 

Mechanical 

Dimension 

(L×W×H) 
120mm×83mm×25mm 

Material Aluminum 

Color Black 

Weight 190g 

Stability MTBF >30000h 

 

 
1. Transmission distance is related to the connecting cable. To get better 

transmitting image, please use standard UTP Cat 5/5e/6 cable. 

2. Please purchase DC12-55V power adapter in addition. 
3. Network bandwidth decreases with increasing transmission distance. 
4. At the point to multipoint use, the highest rate is 100Mbps, do not connect 

too many Ethernet devices. 
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Please remove the problem according to the following steps 
◆ Please confirm if the device installation is correct; 

◆ Please confirm if the RJ45 reach the standard of EIA/TIA568A OR 568B 

◆ The maximum transmission distance depends on the signal source and cable quality, please do 

not over the maximum transmission distance; 

◆  Please replace  a normal device  with a  failure one to check if the device is broken; 

◆  If the problem still exist , please contact the factory. 

 
Instruments to be used: wire crimper , network tester , wire sequence of RJ45 plug should conform 

with EIA/TIA 568A or 568B 

◆  Please remove 2 cm long the insulating layer , and bar the 4 pairs UTP cable 

◆  Separate the 4 pairs UTP cable and straighten them 

◆  Line up the 8 pieces of cables per EIA/TIA 568A or 568B 

◆  Cut off the cables to leave 1.5cm bare wire 

◆  Plug 8 cables into RJ45 plug, make sure each cable is in each pin 

◆  Use the wire crimper to crimp it 

◆  Repeat above 5 steps to make the another end 

◆  Using network tester to test the cable whether it  is working

 

 
◆  When choose RJ-45 make sure if one end is EIA/TIA568A, the other end should also be 

EIA/TIA568A 

◆  When choose RJ-45 make sure if one end is EIA/TIA568B, the other end should also be 

EIA/TIA568

 


